APICS Cleveland

APICS Cleveland Chapter January PDM

“The mission of the Cleveland Chapter is
to continue to be the premier provider
of operations management education in
the greater Cleveland area.”

TOPIC: Why connect these things? An introduction to the markets and
value behind the Internet of Things.

JANUARY PDM DETAILS

Jason Kreiner
IT Project Leader at Parker Hannifin Corporation
For the past quarter century, the internet has
been the predominant
force driving the evolution of the world’s market
economies. The internet’s disruption has been focused on changing the face of commerce and marketing. Over the past 5-10 years, market-leading
businesses have turned their attention to developing
internet-connected products as a way to unlock new
business models and extract more value. From Nest
thermostats to GE jet engines, we will explore the
reasons behind this explosion of internet connectivity, discuss market-leading examples of Internet of
Things applications, and highlight where value is derived in this new “connected” economy.

Topic:

Panel Discussion on Business

Speaker:

Jason Kreiner
Parker Hannifin

Location:

The City Club
850 Euclid Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
2nd Floor Conf Rm

Date:
Agenda:

Wednesday, January 11, 2017
5:30—6:00 PM Arrival / Registration
6:00—7:00 PM Dinner
7:00—8:00 PM Presentation
8:00—8:30 PM Discuss / Closing Remarks

Admission:

APICS Member
$30.00
Non-Member
$35.00
Student Member
$10.00
Student Non-Member
$15.00
Add $5 if you pay at the door

RSVP:

Program deadline for registration is
Tuesday, January 10, 2017

Registration
& Payment:

Register and pay online by visiting us at
http://www.apicscleveland.org/?q=pdms . You
may register online and pay online using
Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American
Express. There will be a $5 up charge if you
need to pay at the door.

Points

Receive One Certification Maintenance Point
for each PDM attended.
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(continued from page 1)

Why connect these things? An introduction to the markets and value behind the Internet of
Things.
Jason Kreiner
IT Project Leader at Parker Hannifin Corporation
Bio
Jason Kreiner is a IT Project Leader at Parker Hannifin Corporation, headquartered in Mayfield
Heights. Over his 9 years at Parker, he held roles implementing and supporting financial, legal, and
various other global business systems. Currently, Jason is the lead IT resource dedicated to Parker
Hannifin’s Internet of Things efforts and is a project manager on a number of cross-organizational Internet of Things initiatives. A native Clevelander, Jason is a graduate of Loyola University Chicago
and John Carroll University’s Boler School of Business. Jason lives in Rocky River with his wife,
daughter, and dog.
.

APICS Cleveland Chapter PDM Venue at

THE CITY CLUB.
The City Club is located downtown at 850 Euclid Ave
Directions: Convenient garage parking is available in the APMCO parking garage immediately West of and next door to City
Club building. Covered access to the building is available via a walk-way
bridge on the 4th level of the garage. Once in the building, take elevator to
2nd floor for dinner and meeting. Please bring your parking ticket to the
PDM for validation.

From the West Take I-90 east to E. 9th Street exit, E. 9th Street North to
Prospect, left on Prospect. AMPCO Parking is on the right about 1/2
block.

From the South via I-71 I-71 North to I-90. I-90 to E. 9th Street, E. 9th
Street North to Prospect., left on Prospect. AMPCO Parking is on the right
about 1/2 block.

From the South via I-77 I-77 North to Exit 163 (E 9th St exit), E. 9th
Street North to Prospect, left on Prospect. AMPCO Parking is on the right
about 1/2 block.

From the East I-90 west to Exit 173A (Prospect Avenue exit), Right on
Prospect, past 9th Street. AMPCO Parking is on the right about 1/2 block
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President’s Message:
The Changing World of Supply Chain
The following demonstrates why, as a supply chain professional,
you need to keep you skills current and relevant. APICS Cleveland
can help achieve this. The brand new for 2017 CLTD – Certified in
Logistics, Transportation, and Distribution is available and this year
we will begin offering classes for this certification.
An Amazon patent available through the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office details plans to create an "airborne fulfillment center."
Basically, a flying warehouse. The patent says the warehouse
could remain at a high altitude, and drones "with ordered items
may be deployed from the blimp to deliver ordered items to user
designated delivery locations." The patent also says shuttles could deliver more inventory to the warehouse, as well as transport employees.
Images accompanying the patent feature a blimp as the chosen airship for the fulfillment center, although it's not clear the vehicle will be part of Amazon's final design. Amazon envisions using this concept beyond delivering customer orders. An example used in the patent details how the flying warehouse could be deployed during an event like a football game. The warehouse could stock specific
items such as sporting apparel or food, then relocate near the event so customers could order items and
have them quickly delivered by drone. The patent also says in some cases, the fulfillment center could
"navigate to a lower altitude and provide advertising."
The details of the patent come in what has been a wild month for Amazon, which delivered its first package by drone earlier this month. The test was completed in the United Kingdom, and kicks off a pilot
testing period for drone delivery. Amazon still awaits approval from the Federal Aviation Administration
to start delivering packages in the U.S. by drone.
Amazon legally delivered its first Prime order in the United Kingdom last week and is preparing to enter
a pilot testing period for drone delivery in rural areas in the country in the coming weeks. The test took
place within five miles of its Cambridgeshire drone testing facility outside the university town of Cambridge. The test was done with the approval of Britain’s Civil Aviation Authority, which Amazon says
plans to allow it to deliver to rural areas once it has amassed sufficient safety data.
The test of Prime Air, Amazon’s would-be service to deliver packages up to five pounds in 30 minutes or
less, took place on Dec. 7, 2016. It was for an Amazon Fire TV and bag of popcorn and took 13
minutes from the moment the customer clicked “order” to package delivery.
So far the trial includes only two customers who live near Amazon’s testing facility. The company hopes
to add dozens who lives within a few miles in the coming months. There will be no surcharge for 30minute drone delivery for these customers, the company said. Drone delivery will only be available during daylight hours and will be weather-dependent. Specifically, it is only permitted to operate during daylight hours when there are low winds and good visibility, but not in rain, snow or icy conditions. In the
United States that will be contingent on Federal Aviation Administration approval.
Amazon received United Kingdom approval to conduct drone testing in July 2016. That included allowing beyond line-of-sight operations in rural and suburban areas, sense-and-avoid sensor use and the
operation flights where one person operates multiple highly-automated drones.
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Amazon says it plans to bring drone delivery to rural customers first, then to suburbs and later to cities
and towns. While the trials are happening in the United Kingdom, Amazon hopes that it can bring drone
delivery to other markets as well. Amazon got FAA approval to do drone testing in the United States in
April of 2015.
When it's not working on delivery technology, Amazon is opening grocery stores without checkout lines.
The company is testing out the concept in Seattle. Users tap their smartphones as they enter the store
to log in, and users add items through an app. When the customer walks out, the app charges their Amazon account. Amazon is testing a grocery store in downtown Seattle that lets customers walk in, grab
food from the shelves and walk out again, without ever having to stand in a checkout line. Customers
tap their cellphones on a turnstile as they walk into the store, which logs them into the store's network
and connects to their Amazon account through an app.
The service is called Amazon Go. It uses machine learning, sensors and artificial intelligence to track
items customers pick up. These are then added to the virtual cart on their app. If they pick up an item
they later decide they don't want, putting it back on the shelf removes it from their cart. The Seattlebased company calls it, "Just walk out technology. When the customer leaves, the app adds up everything the customer has taken and charges their Amazon account.
Amazon said it began to work on the project in 2012. It is currently being tested by Amazon employees
at the location at 2131 7th Ave., near Amazon's offices, but will open to the public in early 2017, the
company said. The technology "is amazing," said Phil Lempert, a food marketing expert based in Los
Angeles.
He's even more intrigued by the multiple images of "meal kits" show in Amazon's video. These
"everything you need to cook a quick, high-quality dinner" kits have become popular, but the economics
of delivering them has meant they're difficult to make economically viable. Stores such as Amazon Go
may provide a sweet spot for them.
"When you look at the store itself in the video (and presumably it is the actual store), they have done a
great job of merchandising, and having "meal kits" available is simply brilliant. As the meal-kit industry
struggles due to the shipping/logistics aspect," Amazon Go could be a venue where they could succeed,
said Lempert.
Best regards,
Bob
Dr. Robert Stoll
APICS Cleveland Chapter
president1@apicscleveland.org
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CPIM Reconfiguration:
At the APICS annual conference, in Washington, D.C., in September, APICS CEO, Abe Eshkenazi, announced that the iconic Certified in Production and Inventory Management (CPIM) certification will be reconfigured in 2017.
APICS will be reducing the required number of exams from five to two exams. This proposed change was
recommended by a volunteer Task Force, and approved by the APICS Board of Directors in July.
Now that the decision has been made, what you really want to know is: how does this affect ME and MY
CPIM certification preparation?
Questions about How I Should Proceed with My CPIM
I haven’t started, but I really need to earn my CPIM within the next 12 to 18 months. What should I
do? Start now. The reconfiguration won’t be complete until Q3, 2017, and the scoring will take longer,
which would delay your certification progress and the earning of your CPIM even longer.
In addition, APICS will continue to support you. We will stop selling the Basics exam and Participant Workbook upon the release of the new Basics exam and the new Basics Learning System, but the other exams
and Workbooks (MPR, DSP, ECO & SMR) will be available for at least a year for anyone still in progress,
so you will be able to finish what you started.
I have prepared for, or am about to prepare for, the APICS Basics of Supply Chain (“Basics”) exam. Should I wait? No. Keep going. The new enhanced Basics courseware and exam will be more expensive than the current Basics courseware and exam (no final decisions on price yet). The exam will be
longer (3 ½ hours, 150 questions), so completing Basics now, before the reconfiguration, is to your advantage (less expensive, shorter exam). Passing the Basics exam now will still count toward the CPIM after the reconfiguration; it will be valid for up to 10 years
I’ve only taken the Basics exam, but none of the others. Should I wait for the new “combo” exam?
Personally, waiting appeals to the procrastinator in me, but if you stop now, the chances of your finishing
the certification will be reduced by every month that you wait. You’ve finished the first exam and have momentum. Take advantage of it.
It is tempting to think that the new “combo” exam will be easier. It certainly should be quicker (when it is
available), but I wouldn’t guarantee that it will be easier. First, the topics and terms in the Exam Content
Manual (ECM) have not changed. All of the topics and terms currently found in the four individual ECMs
will still be in the new ECM. The new combo exam will cover the original four modules (MPR, DSP, ECO &
SMR) equally, each of the original modules will be covered by 25% of the exam questions.
I’ve taken two or more exams. Should I wait for the new exams to complete the program? No, keep
going; finish what you started. By waiting for the reconfigured exam, you will spend additional money,
additional time and additional preparation on part(s) of the new exam that you've already passed in the
current format.
Will APICS chapters and international partners still offer classes for the current five modules?
Many of them will, especially if they know that they have demand from those already in the process of
earning their CPIM. For most APICS partners, it will be business as usual for the next couple of years
.
(continued on page 6 )
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I’m already CPIM. What does this mean for me? You will remain a CPIM, as long as you continue to
apply for Certification Maintenance every five years.
There is no substantive change to the program, just a reconfiguration of the structure. After the reconfiguration, new CPIMs will have had to validate the same body of knowledge that you had to validate
with your five (or more) exams.
This is not the first time CPIM has restructured to better meet the needs of the profession. Over the
decades CPIM has jumped from four exams to five to six to seven, back to six exams. Then, in 2000,
the current five exam configuration was rolled out. That change was even more of a major transformation because we not only changed the number of exams, but changed their focus from: Inventory
Management, JIT, Capacity Planning, etc. to the current process oriented exams, which follow the
planning hierarchy from business planning to the shop floor. Read our CPIM reconfiguration FAQs for
answers to additional questions regarding the program change.
Can I still do this? Yes, you can do this!
Think about why you’re interested in the CPIM program to begin with. Do you need it to help you find a
new job, to keep the one you have, to change careers or to better serve your company and its customers by improving and validating your skills as a professional? Does your company want you to wait, or
to take the steps to gain and use the skills you need to improve the company’s bottom line now?
If the answer to any of these questions is “yes” then I urge you to move ahead with your CPIM designation today.
For further information, please see the FAQs in this newsletter. While we do not have all of the information yet, it will be conveyed to all members as we receive the information.
Also From
Bob Collins, CFPIM, CIRM, CSCP, CPLP
Senior Director of Professional Development:
We have a new recorded presentation for our partners with an update on where we are on the project.
https://www.brainshark.com/apics/vu?pi=zHNzDj7TQzLMmpz0

Instructors & Website Job Postings
APICS Cleveland is looking for instructors to teach our classes in CPIM, CSCP and the upcoming CLTD.
If you are interested, please feel free to contact me. As a member, your company can add a job posting
to www.apicscleveland.org site. Once entered, it will be reviewed and quickly approved.
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APICS CPIM Reconfiguration - FAQ
What is changing in the CPIM Reconfiguration?
The number of exams to earn the CPIM designation will drop from the current five to two exams. The two exams
will be the Basics exam and a new (yet unnamed) “combo” exam that will include all of the topics and terms for
the Master Planning of Resources (MPR), Detailed Scheduling and Planning (DSP), Execution and Control of
Operations (ECO) and Strategic Management of Resources (SMR) exams.
Why is the CPIM program changing?
A Task Force, made up of 12 APICS members who represent APICS major CPIM stakeholders, and facilitated
by an external psychometrician/facilitator, reviewed and considered an abundance of data including:
1. Customer feedback on program length and dissatisfaction on the number of exams required. 2. Misalignment
with the format and delivery expectations of other comparable industry Certification programs. 3. Content overlap
between modules.
Are we watering down the CPIM program?
We don’t believe so. First, there is no change to the topics or terms covered in the Exam Content Manuals
(ECMs). We will still be testing the same body of knowledge. Second, the new exam will be a 3 ½ hour exam,
with 150 questions. We are working with a psychometrician – a statistician who specializes in measuring psychological attributes, including the knowledge, skills, and abilities a professional might need to work in a particular
job or profession – to ensure the new exams will be reliable and the test results are valid.
What about those candidates who have already started the path to CPIM?
We are very interested in helping those candidates who have already taken one or more CPIM exams. Because
there is no real content change, we can continue to offer the current courseware and exams concurrently with
the new courseware and exams, just like we’ve done for the last two major CSCP updates. We want candidates
who are currently working on their CPIM to finish their certification classes and exams.
How can we compress 5 exams into 2?
First, a new exam committee will review the exam content outlines, looking for ways to streamline them without
affecting the psychometric validity of the new exams. The new exams will be longer in both the number of items
– 150 items, 20 of which will be pretest (or unscored) items – and in the length of time – the new exams will be 3
½ hours long. A psychometrician will ensure that the new exam is just as valid as the previous four exams. At
this time, we believe that each of the original four modules will contribute 25% of the items to the new exam.
How will dropping from 5 exams to 2 exams affect current classes?
First, a new exam committee will review the exam content outlines, looking for ways to streamline them without
affecting the psychometric validity of the new exams. The new exams will be longer in both the number of items
– 150 items, 20 of which will be pretest (or unscored) items – and in the length of time – the new exams will be 3
½ hours long. A psychometrician will ensure that the new exam is just as valid as the previous four exams. At
this time, we believe that each of the original four modules will contribute 25% of the items to the new exam. For
those who have passed multiple CPIM exams, waiting for the new exams will mean that you will need to review
material for the exam(s) that you have already passed and be tested on that material again.
When will the new exams and courseware be ready?
We’re still working on the project plans and time-tables and will release them as they become available. We expect the reconfiguration of the exams, courseware and instructor materials, to be complete in Q3, 2017. After the
new exams have been released there will be a minimum three-month period where no one will receive their
scores. After 200+ candidates take the new exams, APICS will work with the psychometrician and a Cut Score
committee to determine the passing score for each exam. After that, candidates will be notified of their success
and exams will start giving immediate scores.
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APICS MEMBERSHIP:
APICS is pleased to announce the launch of a new membership program. The new membership program packages
are designed to provide a more customized membership experience. Created with you in mind, the packages ensure access to the resources required to succeed at every stage of your career. These options offer additional value
and an enhanced member experience based on how you are currently engaged with APICS.

What has changed?
APICS now offers two membership options for professional members:

APICS CORE: This membership package is for individuals not actively pursuing an APICS credential. CORE member benefits include:

 Discounts on conferences and event registration
 Networking (local and online)
 Digital APICS magazine
 APICS Dictionary
 Career resources (job board, careers packs and webinars)
 Research reports
 Discounts on applicable products and services (not including APICS credential programs)
 Annual dues are $180
APICS PLUS: This membership package is for individuals actively pursuing an APICS credential. This package includes all of the benefits listed under the APICS CORE membership package, PLUS discounts on products for
APICS Credentials, including certification exams, courses, study materials, and courseware for the following APICS
Designations:

 Certified in Production and Inventory Management (CPIM)
 APICS Certified Supply Chain Professional (CSCP)
 APICS Certified in Logistics, Transportation, and Distribution (CLTD)
 Annual dues are $220
APICS members with a join or renewal date prior to July 2016 will continue to receive the benefits of their current
membership term and will select one of the two new membership options on their next renewal date. Learn more
about the new member benefits.
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Save The Date:
Cleveland APICS Fall 2016 & Spring 2017 PDM Meeting Schedule
Date

Speaker

Topic

Location

Wednesday, September 14, 2016

Market Garden
Brew

Tour

Market Garden

Wednesday, October 12, 2016

Roger Geiger

Election Overview

City Club

Business Panel Discussion

City Club

Wednesday, November 09, 2016 Robert Schultek

CANCELLED

December

NO MEETING

Holiday

Wednesday, January 11, 2017

Jason Kreiner

Internet

City Club

Thursday, February 23, 2017

ISM

Joint Meeting with
ISM

Independence

Wednesday, March 08, 2017

TBD

TBD

City Club

Wednesday, April 12, 2017

TBD

TBD

City Club

Elections

Wednesday, May 10, 2017

TBD

TBD

TBD

Possible Tour?

APICS WINTER CLASS SCHEDULE:
Certified Supply Chain Professional (CSCP)
WHEN: Monday evenings
6:00pm –9:00 pm for 13 weeks starting February 20, 2017
WHERE: Kitchler Lighting
7711 E Pleasant Valley Rd,
Independence, OH 44131

Contact Carol Utrup at education1@apicscleveland.org for further information.
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APICS - Chapter Membership & Anniversaries
January, 2017
New Certifications Congratulations!!!

Anniversaries
5 Years
Edward H Rand

Yushu Chen, CPIM

Robert G Stoll

Mengzhe Zhao, CPIM

Michael R Svec, CPIM
Brian Simashkevich

Yiheng Hu, CPIM
Guang Yang, CPIM

10 Years

Luis Acevedo Banchs, CPIM

Juan Benitez, CPIM
Steven A Carlton

Shinan Zeng, CPIM
Ruoyu Li, CPIM

20 Years

Ruochen Wang, CPIM

Bobbie L Davidson, CPIM

Shubham Tapadar, CSCP

25 Years

Yuting Pan, CSCP

James E Kidd

Kenneth P Brown, CPIM, CSCP
Erika Mitchell, CSCP
Timothy Forthofer, CSCP
John Halley, CPIM, CSCP

New Members
Yinjie Chen
Olanrewaju Olatunji
Fangzhou Zhang
Zhuo Chen
Steve Welich
Jia Liu
Ziwen Yan
Yue Jian
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CLEVELAND CHAPTER BOARD MEMBERS
NAME
TITLE
ORGANIZATION
N/A
Robert Stoll
(open)
(open)
Dan Zubricky, CPIM
Ed Merker, CPIM
Roger Davis
Dennis Okocha, CPIM, CSCP
Carol Utrup, CSCP
Yvonne Nader
Susan Relyea
Dan DiFilippo, CPIM
Derek Williams
Ryan Jones
Bonnie Perney
Bittany Stoll
Oya Tukel
Kamlesh Mathur
(open)

Past President
President
Ashland University
President-Elect
Secretary
Director of Programs / Events
Terex / Kone Cranes
Director of Communications
Swagelok Company
Director of Chapter Marketing
Applied Medical Technologies
Director of Membership
Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics
Director of Education
Parker
Treasurer
America Greetings
Director at Large
Advisor (Treasurer)
Tarkett
Employment Services Coordinator Accounting Principals
Academic Affairs Advisor
Historian
Administrative Assistant
Ashland University
Representative
Cleveland State University
Representative
Case Weatherhead School of Mgmt
Representative
John Carroll University

E-MAIL
president3@apicscleveland.org
president2@apicscleveland.org
president1@apicscleveland.org
secretary1@apicscleveland.org
programs1@apicscleveland.org
communications1@apicscleveland.org
marketing1@apicscleveland.org
academics1@apicscleveland.org
education1@apicscleveland.org
technology1@apicscleveland.org
director1@apicscleveland.org
treasurer1@apicscleveland.org
technology1@apicscleveland.org
coordinator1@apicscleveland.org
historian1@apicscleveland.org
admin@apicscleveland.org

Please contact Ed Merker at communications1@apicscleveland.org
for article submissions or editorial comments

Check out our meeting and class schedule at www.apicscleveland.org
Join us on LinkedIn
Follow us on Twitter
Become our Fan on Facebook

PO Box 31357
Independence, Ohio 44131

FIRST CLASS MAIL
U S POSTAGE
PAID

ATTENTION CORPORATE MAIL ROOM
If unable to deliver to addressee, please
forward to Materials Department or HR
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